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About This Game

A malevolent force known only as Lina is devouring data from a vast, interdimensional network of servers overseen by sentient
computers called ”motes.” In desperation, the motes summon heroes from a variety of parallel game worlds to face off against

each other in one-on-one combat. The tournament victor has the potential to be awakened as the Blade Stranger—the savior who
can vanquish Lina and protect the motes from further harm!

Developed by Studio Saizensen, Blade Strangers is a hardcore old-school fighting game. The streamlined four-button control
scheme makes it easy for beginners to deal out damage from day one…but the intricate combos, counters and specials give

tournament-caliber players plenty of opportunities for frame counting, chain construction and hit-box science.

-Fighter roster includes characters from previous Studio Saizensen games (like Code of Princess and Sayonara Umihara
Kawase), Nicalis games (like Cave Story+) and other surprise entrants

-Each character has eight different color settings and their own familiar “home” stage
-Proprietary development system transforms 3-D models and animation into 2-D spritework; every frame looks like a gorgeous

anime drawing
-Online competition play

-Accessible controls designed to bring fresh blood to the ranks of fighting-game fans worldwide
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I wanted to like this (mostly because it had Shovel Knight and Isaac) but it's not very fun to play and doesn't have enough
characters. Also it seemed to stutter even on an overpowered machine, and I couldn't get v-sync to work.. It's a fun game with
very simplified inputs that has charming characters with fun to execute moves and a deeper combat system than most people
seem to think.

I wish it was more popular, as it stands it really flew under the radar in a way it definitely didn't deserve.. Note:picked this up
for $20 during sale.
I have to to say this is the most refreshing fighting I have played in a while. After hearing that the game speed was slow and the
controls were simplified, I wasn't sure I would enjoy this game. I bought it anyway and I'm glad I didnt listen to the haters. First
off the walk may feel slow but I think it has more to do with size of the screen not the walk speed. There is actually a youtube
video which compares this games walk speed to other fighting games and many cases blade strangers is faster(link below). And
of course There is dashing which feels very fast and the fighting itself is very fast and fluid. The simplified controls make this
game perfect for any beginner to fight game without sacrificing the depth I'd want out of one. My girlfriend prefers this to more
traditional fighting game inputs as well. To us, this control scheme just feels right and allows us to pull 2 digit combos on
eachother with relative ease. We haven't had this much fun since killer instinct. I love the visuals and the huge character sprites.
The only thing I would suggest is this game releases season passes with more characters. Nicalis has a pretty large stable of
characters and it would great to see more franchises represented in this title.

Walk speed video:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/nEJ6exPsDCs. While quality wise it may not stick with your King of Fighters or Street Fighter or even
Blazblue however, this game has a system built on it's own. Very simple maybe due to the characters that most of cast. come on
like who would want a highly complex Issac or Shovel Knight? Anyways, This game is a solid 7\/10 it's well produced fighting
game that has basic offense and defense that sorta reminds a bit of Rumble Fish 2 and Chaos Code. The music is great as well.

Noko is Best Gurl

No comments
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